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ABSTRACT Multifunctional composite structures (MFCS) have become an increasingly important field of
research with the large-scale adoption of composite materials in many industrial sectors such as aerospace,
automotive, sport and recreation equipment (bikes, scooters, etc.) and maritime. It is a diverse field which
includes scientific areas in electromagnetics, electronics, material sciences, structures and structural aug-
mentation, sensors, and thermal management. The paper investigates Conformal Load-bearing Smart Skins
(CLSS) as a part of multifunctional composite structures specifically related to aerospace applications and
focuses on the seamless incorporation and synergistic coexistence between electronic devices and composite
materials. Current trends in materials and manufacturing processes, as well as measurement techniques used
to validate both the electromagnetic and structural responses have been explored and discussed. Furthermore,
it identifies some of the challenges and complexities associated with CLSS and explores future areas of
research which still need to be addressed.

INDEX TERMS CLAS, CLSS, load-bearing microwave structure, load-bearing smart skins, multifunctional
microwave structure.

I. INTRODUCTION
Research in the area of CLSS has increased recently and can
be judged by the number of publications per year released
within the last three decades. Based on the 179 publications
used as references in this review paper, the research in CLSS
technology and applications has increasing since 2005 - 2006
(Fig. 1). It coincides with growing interest in unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAV) and their use in both civilian and military ap-
plications. CLSS are formed using multidisciplinary concepts
which typically focus on the synergistic design of composite
structures that combine electrical/electronic functions, how-
ever, other disciplinary areas have also been explored.

The field of CLSS finds major contributors in countries
with considerable knowledge and manufacture/processing of
composite materials (Fig. 2.). The three main contributors by

publication in this field include the USA, Australia and China
with many other significant contributions from Europe, U.K.,
Middle East and Asia.

With rapid advancement and up-take of UAVs, there has
been a drive to make them smaller, more functional, more
versatile and cheaper. This has resulted in the need for higher
levels of integration and miniaturization of electronics in these
systems. CLSS provide a possible avenue for realizing some
of these goals by allowing designers to more efficient utilize
the volumetric constraints posed by these small platforms.

The concept of Smart Skins for aerospace applications was
first presented in 1990 by Thomas [1], as shown in Fig. 3,
and it was inspired by US Air Force’s "Project Forecast II"
[2]. Thomas discussed four areas of possible system inte-
gration: (i) radio-frequency (RF) antennas and systems, (ii)
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FIGURE 1. Publications per year for CLSS technologies.

FIGURE 2. Number of publications per country.

structural health monitoring sensors and systems, (iii) thermal
management structures and lastly (iv) distributed avionic ar-
chitectures.

Broadly, smart skin structures are a technology concept
that allow the integration of advanced sensors, actuators, and
micro-processors into the skin of flying vehicles with the
aim of improving their overall performance. The objective
is to self-diagnose faults, self-adapt to external or internal
conditions, self-learning about its structural conditions, and
self-repair when correction is needed. Smart Skins for struc-
tural health monitoring (SHM) in section (ii) of Thomas’s
paper received extensive attention in the preceding years and
is still an active field of research.

The goal of this paper is to review past and recent activities
in the development of CLSS relating to the other field high-
lighted in Thomas’s paper. Specifically, it will focus on the
field of research relating to: radio-frequency (RF) antennas
and systems, thermal management structures and distributed
avionic architectures. This review is broken up into four main
topic areas which will explore the most up-to-date and state-
of-the-art progress in this field.

FIGURE 3. Thomas’s concept of the smart skin [1].

Section II of this work will discuss the properties of
the materials used for CLSS manufacturing and their im-
plementations in load bearing skins. Material selection and
formulations are a critical part to realizing the function-
alities of CLSS. The materials used by various authors
have been reviewed and categorized with regard to the end
functions and properties. This includes a review of load
bearing materials used in different proposed concepts, as
well as functional materials such as dielectrics and conduc-
tors. This section will also cover a large variety of different
fabrication methodologies involved in manufacturing CLSS
structures.

Section III will describe the testing and validation methods
according to the designed functionalities of CLSS structures
(i.e., RF/communication, navigation, sensing, structural, flow,
pressure, etc.). Hybrid testing of CLSS structures and val-
idation of their performance has been reviewed to confirm
the bounds of the proposed concepts. Testing and valida-
tion of disciplinary fields are typically well established,
however the notion of CLSS required unique testing and
validation processes specific to their desired functionali-
ties. The challenges associated with this have been explored
and possible future challenges are also outlined in this
chapter.

Section IV of this work provides a review of existing appli-
cation of CLSS technology. CLSS is widely proposed as a way
of achieving more efficient volumetric utilization and hence is
proposed to achieve better Size, Weight and Power (SWaP) in
various applications. Section IV is split into four sub-sections
focusing on antennas, electronics and RF systems, sensors,
and thermal management.

Sub-section A (antennas) explores the integration and
performance aspects of different high performance antenna
topologies for use in CLSS applications. It also includes a
review of the integration and manufacturing processes used
to realize these structures.
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Sub-section B (electronics and RF systems) explores con-
cepts relating to the integration of dedicated electronic
circuitry and other electronic RF systems into CLSS applica-
tions. Various types of electronic and RF systems applications
within the CLSS hybrids are discussed.

Sub-section C (sensors) explores a variety of sensor con-
cepts that have been integrated into CLSS hybrid structures.
It touches on unique applications where the proposed sensor
concepts differ from traditional SHM technologies or provides
a SHM solution using RF systems.

This review also dwells on the application of CLSS sensing
systems for monitoring and controlling different structural
parameters.

Finally, Sub-section D (thermal management) explores the
thermal management of CLSS structures and its impact on
their performance. This section is conspicuous in any review
of technology especially when it is linked to the area of high-
performance avionics/electronics which can generate heat.
This work presents examples of thermal management used to
improve the performance of these complex CLSS structures.

Section V will identify and provide the key challenges
in developing more advanced CLSS structures technologies.
It will also identify some of the missing gaps in CLSS
research. Future prospects of CLSS multifunctional technolo-
gies specifically related to the aerospace industry will also be
considered.

Finally, Section VI will provide short conclusions that sum-
maries this work.

In reference to the types of CLSS structures being reviewed
within the sections outlined above there are six main cat-
egories that the technologies can be described. There are:
Conformal Load-bearing Antenna Array Structure (CLAAS),
Conformal Load-bearing Antenna Structure (CLAS), Con-
formal Sensors (CS), Conformal Load-bearing Electrical and
Electronics (CLEE), Conformal load-bearing power genera-
tion (CLPG), and Conformal Load-bearing Thermal Manage-
ment (CLTM). There are also two analysis categories covering
material evaluation and mechanical evaluation.

II. MATERIALS AND MANUFACTURING
This section of the review identifies and categorizes the large
variety of materials used for realizing CLSS. It explores ma-
terials such as fiber reinforce polymers, resins, conductor
and dielectrics which are formulated and structured to realize
CLSS.

A. CLSS MATERIALS
Material selection forms a critical part in the design process of
load-bearing smart skin structures. Accelerated advancements
in materials research over recent years provided desirable
electrical and mechanical characteristics for both conductors
and insulators. Many of these new materials typically fall
under the banner of micro and nanomaterials. Broadly, the ob-
jective of the CLSS materials used in aerospace applications
are to provide excellent conductivity, mechanical and thermal
properties. A mixture of materials used in CLSS depends

on the function the structure must perform. For example,
diverse materials are used in skins that embed elements for
communication (RF) compared to those that embed elements
for structural monitoring or other types of sensing. Ideally,
the materials should be flexible and be able to form spe-
cific shapes before being bonded together. Strong adhesion
between them is vital to their mechanical and electrical per-
formance. The strength of a bonded structure should not differ
from the rest of the skin on an aircraft or UAV.

Carbon Nanotubes/Fibers Related Materials: There are
multiple examples of using high density vertically aligned
carbon nanotubes (CNT) [39] printed on a polymer substrate
to fabricate load-bearing conformal microstrip antennas. For
example, the antenna in [39] operated at a center frequency of
2.2 GHz and achieved 5 dBi of gain.

Unidirectional Carbon Fiber tows have been used to man-
ufacture flexible Micro-Air-Vehicles (MAV) [142]. The elec-
tronic components use micro hot-film sensors to control and
improve the MAV’s performance.

Dissimilar composite materials were fused to create load
bearing RF antennas in [152], [152], [153], [154]. The authors
in [154] successfully tested joints between Carbon/Epoxy and
Glass/Epoxy in multi-ply mechanical configurations. They
assessed and compared the strength of joints between the
following composite fiber structures: Carbon-carbon, glass-
glass, carbon-glass. They concluded that the strength of the
hybrid composite joint was approximately 50% of the strength
of an un-notched unidirectional glass fiber composite.

Liquid Metal Related Materials: Embedded micro vascular
channels filled with liquid metal have been used to create
arms of a reconfigurable meandering dipole antenna [40],
[41], [42]. The reconfiguration of the antenna was achieved by
controlling the amount of the eutectic metal alloy of Gallium-
Indium (EGaIn) injected into micro-vascular channels. This in
turn changed the overall length of the dipole arms and hence
provided a means to tune its frequency response.

E-textiles/Conductive Textiles Related Materials: Conduc-
tive textiles (e-textiles) are another type of flexible material
that has been used in manufacturing of smart skin structures.
Electrodeposition of metals on Kevlar fibers or NOMEX have
been used to generate conductive yarn which in turn may be
woven, knitted or embroidered into glass/carbon fiber sheets
creating the desired RF response [49]. Electrical conductivity
of a textile may also be achieved by dying with conductive
nanomaterials. The successful manufacture of a planar confor-
mal lightweight patch antenna was demonstrated in [43]. This
e-textile was fabricated by dyeing a fabric with single-wall
carbon nanotubes (SWNT). Silver was sputtered on the dyed
SWNT fabric to improve its conductivity. Another approach
to e-textiles is to weave conductive yarns into fabrics. A
silver coated nylon / polyester yarn was used in [44], [45],
[46] to manufacture microstrip patch antennas. The radiating
path, feeding line and ground plane were all woven into glass
fabrics using solid copper yarns. Authors of works [47], [48],
[49], [50], [51], [52] demonstrated use of conductive yarns
to realize e-fiber antennas. The conductive coated polymeric
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silver-coated Zylon fibers (e-fibers) were used to fabricate
conducting elements of a patch antenna in [47] and [48]. The
e-fibers were embroidered on the top and bottom layers of a
polydimethylsiloxane polymer composite creating a confor-
mal radiator for UAV applications. This antenna operated at a
center frequency of 2.2 GHz with a gain of 5.7 dBi.

In [49] the authors presented the development of a load
bearing electrically small Egyptian Axe Dipole (EAD) an-
tenna embedded into an aerospace composite structure. The
antenna used a structural glass (S-Glass) fiber impregnated
with Hexply 914E epoxy resin. The UHF antenna elements
were sewn using a computer-controlled embroidery machine.
The conductive yarn used in this example was a silver coated
Shieldex 110/34f thread. To improve the EAD antenna perfor-
mance, the device was redesigned and fabricated again using
different materials. The authors specifically investigated mate-
rials with lower-loss dielectrics and high conducting materials
[50], [51]. The new design incorporated a foam sandwiched
structure where the EAD was sewn using a conducting Aracon
XS0200E-025 thread (a Kevlar thread with a silver metallic
coating). The composite skins which include the EAD ele-
ments, comprised of high purity Quartz (Astro-Quartz) fabric
and a low loss cyanate ester resin. The change in materials
resulted in a 5.9 dBi increase in the EAD gain. The same
materials (conductive Kevlar fiber Aracon XS0200E-025; pre-
preg Hexply 914E and a cyanate ester resin structural glass
composite) were used to fabricate several patch antennas
[52]. This work investigated the effect of thread orientation
on the performance of these patch antennas highlighting the
anisotropic nature of the conducting materials.

Non-Woven Materials: Non-woven materials have also
been utilized to fabricate CLSS. Veil materials consist of
short, chopped fibers which are held together with a weak
binder. These materials provide a more consistent and uniform
conductivity compared to e-textile approaches. Typically, the
fibers consist of carbon, carbon-nickel, carbon-nickel-copper,
or silver coated polymer fibers. These materials are attractive
as they can be laser cut, transferred, and will easily con-
solidate in traditional composite structures due to their high
porosity. Carbon-nickel-copper veil was used to fabricate an
EAD antenna in [51], [53]. The antenna measurements in-
dicated that the conductor’s RF performance is better than
conductive threads, however it has a slightly lower conduc-
tivity compared to solid copper foil due to its porosity and
effective surface roughness.

Conductive Paint and Inks Related Materials: There have
been a many examples where high-quality conductive paints
or inks used in the process of fabricating CLSS structures.
For example, an integrated waveguide and horn antenna [54]
was 3D printed using ABS plastic and subsequently cov-
ered with silver conductive paint. Another example of using
nanoparticle ink is presented in [55] where the authors pre-
sented a conformal load-bearing antenna structure (CLAS)
for UAV applications. They utilized the aerosol jet printing
in an nScrypt 3Dx-700 to accurately deposit commercially
available concentrated copper nanoparticle ink directly onto a

cured epoxy S-Glass fiber-reinforced pre-preg which was then
cured. A copper-coated carbon veil was used to print ∼2.4
GHz patch antenna in order to create conceptual CLAS as a
part of the UAV’s wing skin. The structure was later assessed
with regard to the impact of mechanical loading and antenna
performance [173].

Load-bearing antenna structures with embedded flexible
electronics are presented by Chaney [150]. They use a FleXTM

Silicon-on-PolymerTM process to fuse standard Si (silicone)
wafers into flexible structure. The materials used are silicon
wafers, flexible polymer sheets as a carrier and metallic paste
as a conductive element.

Development of UAVs has progressed research into power
harvesting and generation. It achieved this by embedding so-
lar elements in the wings of an aircraft or UAV. The aim
was to extend the endurance of the UAV. The researchers
in [140], [141] simulated electrical performance of various
combinations of mono/polycrystals based photovoltaics and
polymer based photoelements. The panels were fused into the
fixed-wing composite structure of the UAV. A GaAs thin film
photovoltaic (Sunpower 60) was used during a successful test,
increasing battery charge by 10% which extended flight time
of the UAV by 2 minutes [141].

Mirotznik et al. [143] analyzed the suitability of structural
composites with embedded microstrip transmission lines (fab-
ricated using etched copper shim or screen-printed silver ink)
for RF application. The authors used BTCy-1 6781 (S-Glass
/ Cyanate Esters GFRP) with εr = 4.2 and tan(δ) 0.004 as
the substrate. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the non-conductive
and conductive materials used to manufacture multifunctional
composite structures.

B. MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES
Development of a structurally integrated conformal load-
bearing multifunction smart skins require a manufacturing
process that involves bonding a variety of materials. The aim
is to provide rigidity high enough so as not to degrade the
structural integrity of an aircraft’s skin.

A typical smart skin panel assembly is shown in Fig. 4. The
manufacturing process involves cutting pre-preg sheets into
the desired shapes and laminating them over a mold before
curing under vacuum in an autoclave. This laminating step
allows for the easy addition of a radiating element in the stack-
up.

An absorber assembly may be manufactured separately and
bonded to the inner surface of the CLASS panel [4], [5], [6],
[7]. The panel is then bonded to the wing becoming an integral
part of the aircraft’s structure.

A similar manufacturing process was presented in [132].
The manufacturing process consisted of two steps: First fab-
rication of main load-bearing composite structure and RF
transparent housing. Manufacturing steps included: (i) man-
ufacture of the mold tool, (ii) pre-preg cutting to the desired
shape by mechanical tools, (iii) laying up the pre-preg layers
in the mold. (iv) autoclave curing, (v) non-destructive inspec-
tion, (vi) trimming and machining the structure. Step two dealt
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TABLE 1. Summary of Non-Conductive Materials TABLE 2. Summary of Conductive Materials

with the radiating element and consisted of: (i) cutting pre-
pregs using a mechanical cutter, (ii) laying up the pre-pregs,
(iii) vacuum bagging (iv), and curing in the autoclave.

The manufacturing processes described above are widely
used in smart skins fabrications. The aim is to create a rigid
structure where active or passive components are sandwiched
between the top and bottom layers of a skin. The materials
may differ from each other depending on the desired function.
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FIGURE 4. Smart skin RF element manufacturing process [5].

For example, RF passive or active components may require
metallic elements (such as conductive tracks, pins, or shapes)
and other type of materials (like ceramic, quartz, glass, carbon
fiber or sheets).

Frequently, various sensors or sensing platforms (like in-
tegrity monitoring systems) embedded into load bearing skins
have also been explored. Often these examples use a combi-
nation of additive or subtractive manufacturing (3D printing,
printing-additive, etching-subtractive) to alter the properties
of the desired smart skin. In some cases, e-textiles are used
to generate RF passive/active components. Various examples
have been presented within the literature and are presented
below in more detail.

A simplified composite single ring spiral antenna element is
presented in [8]. The antenna is etched on an FR4 sheet which
is bonded to one side of a NOMEX honeycomb layer giving
it additional structural strength.

A carbon fiber reinforced plate is bonded to the back
face of the NOMEX to support the whole structure. Similar
manufacturing process were also used to manufacture a
stacked patch antenna [9], [10], [11] and to house a microstrip
antenna array [13].

Etching and printing techniques were used to fabricate
arrays of patch antennas on three layers of RO4350 substrate
[16], [17]. An etching technique was used to manufacture an
antenna into the rib sections of a small UAV wing [20]. A
smart wing was manufactured and presented by researchers
in [23].

It was accomplished by embedding a dipole antenna which
was also etched on to FR4 and embedded within a wing struc-
ture. Epoxy resin was used to bond the components together.

Direct writing of a Yagi-Uda antenna on structural ele-
ments of UAV skin is another method that was explored and
discussed in [27]. The researchers used an inkjet printer to de-
posit conductive nanoparticle on the Kapton layer supported
by epoxy/Kevlar skin.

A silver conductive epoxy EPO-TEK H20E was directly
deposited on the composite panels and electroplated with

FIGURE 5. Laser profiled copper foil in uncured prepreg ply with a
holographic pattern ready to be laminated in a composite structure [33].

copper to improve the RF properties of the antenna. Manufac-
turing process included printing of conductive ink, deposition
of conductive epoxy and electroplating. Rigidity was defined
by the strength of the fiber re-enforced composite backing.
Advancements to this method include 6-axis direct writing of
a metasurface antenna [55]. This work utilized an aerosol jet
to deposit a silver seed layer on the conformal substrate. The
seed layer was subsequently plated in copper to improve its
RF performance.

Nicholson et al. [33] presented “continuous” and “discrete”
holographic antennas patterns embedded into composite lam-
inate structure (Fig. 5). The fabrication included: laser pro-
filing of copper foil and lamination/transfer of the pattern
onto uncured pre-preg. The laser profiling of the conduc-
tive elements was done using a Trotec Speedy Mark 700
fiber laser which cut think 25um copper foil while the di-
electric was fabricated from 15 pre-preg plies of the Cytec
Hexply 914E twill weave 48.0 g.m–2 S-Glass. The pro-
filed holographic pattern was loosely held against a Teflon
release film with an adhesive before being transferred to
the consolidated pre-preg stack. The structure was finally
cured in the autoclave according to the pre-preg manufacturer
requirements.

The measured peak gains were 13.61 dBi for ‘continuous’
and 13.85 dBi for ‘discrete’ holographic antenna. The authors
concluded that this manufacturing technique is fully compat-
ible with existing aerospace manufacturing techniques and
allow scalability of the manufacturing process. This process
has since been extended to encompass truly conformal meta-
surface geometries in [157].

Axial mode helical antenna design and manufacturing was
presented in [34], [37]. The antenna consists of the Co2Z
hexaferrite-glass composite which was used as the laminate
core with a helical radiator (in a 1mm copper strip) adhered to
one side of the laminate with a copper ground plane adhered
to the other side. This type of antenna is usually positioned
inside the wing of a UAV. The antenna gain was pitch angle
dependent and was shown to achieve a maximum gain of
0.541dBi at 2.39 GHz with an applied pitch angle of 10°.
It was noted that a hexaferrite antenna, when miniaturized,
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allows for more efficient use of space in UAVs. Manufacturing
process consists of machining and cutting the copper ground
plane and post bonding it to the composite core.

Lightweight materials are of primary importance in the
design of load bearing antennas. Polymer based conductive
inks have been used to print RF patches, dipoles and networks
directly on polymer ceramic composite parts [39].

The researcher’s used 200 um tall CNT sheet with
100 nm spacing between the fibers with a 1�/square
resistance. They decreased the resistance tenfold by sputtering
metal nanoparticle on the sheet. After integration with the
polymer-ceramic structure, strong polymer-CNT bonding was
observed. Manufacturing process involves CNT and polymer
ceramic based ink printing of RF components directly on
to UAV structures. E-textiles may also be used to fabricate
load bearing components like antennas. The manufacturing
process requires cutting conductive fabric to the required
shape followed by attaching it to a ceramic composite fabric
structure, infusing the structure with resin and bonding the
entire structure together by curing it at the desired temperature
[43]. The process of creating a lightweight planar antenna
requires printing a calculated shape on a polymer-ceramic
composite. After 12 hours curing it was noted that
the conductive textile adhered strongly to a polymer-ceramic
composite. Researchers concluded that this technology
could be scaled up for mass production. Similar use of
E-textiles and manufacturing processes have been presented
in [44] and [45]. Authors in these papers used a 3D weaving
machine to manufacture (weave) three-dimensional antenna
structures in a glass fiber fabric creating three-dimensional
orthogonal woven glass fiber/epoxy resin composite
structure.

Modern embroidery machines and techniques allow the use
of conductive yarns to fabricate elements of a patch antenna
presented in [47], [48]. The fabrication procedure consists of
sandwiching the following layers: reinforced fabric at the bot-
tom, PDMS/ceramic composites in the middle and reinforced
fabric on top. Conductive e-fibers were embroidered on the
top and bottom layers of the polydimethylsiloxane polymer
composite. Additional layers of PDMS/ceramic composites
were added to achieve a 5 mm thick substrate which in turn
created a conformal radiator for UAV applications.

An embroidery technique was also used to manufacture an
ultra-wideband (UWB) amplifier [145]. The RF transmission
lines were created by embroidery with conductive threads in
the non-conductive substrate fabric. Three different stitching
techniques were evaluated: (i) needle thread, (ii) needle and
bobbin thread, and (iii) bobbin thread. A needle-bobbin stitch
method was chosen for the manufacture of the UWB amplifier
due to its reliability and less complexity compared to the other
techniques. The conductive thread 100/34 DTEX 2ply HC
from Shieldex was used to fabricate microstrip patterns on a
HexPly 914E pre-preg. Two plies of copper mesh were used
in addition to embroidery to create a ground plane.

The authors in [49] also used that same process to develop
a load bearing small Egyptian Axe Dipole (EAD) antenna

FIGURE 6. UAV wing with (a) split waveguide, (b) with waveguide [54].

FIGURE 7. Composite material with printed EM traces [173].

embedded into an aerospace composite structure was man-
ufactured and presented. Manufacturing process consists of
the following steps: (i) preparing shape for embroidery (ii)
embroider the antenna into S-Glass using bobbin stitch ap-
proach, (iii) laying up the materials to achieve the predesigned
laminate thickness, (iv) impregnate with resin, (v) vacuum bag
the structure, (vi) cure in autoclave at 180-200 ˚C, 700 kPa.

Use of non-woven veil materials to fabricate CLSS was
discussed in [51] and [53]. The authors used a laser cutting
machine to form the desired shape out of a carbon-nickel-
copper veil. Following that, the sample was transferred to an
Astroquartz II fabric and integrated with a composite structure
by infusing it with resin and curing it in an autoclave.

Additive manufacturing techniques have also been devel-
oped for the fabrication of CLSS structures. For example, a
Stratasys Fortus 400 mc 3D printer was used to manufacture
an integrated waveguide and horn antenna [54]. The antenna
was installed inside a 3D printed UAV wing (Fig. 6). Silver
paint was used to achieve electrical conductivity along the
waveguide. A measurement over the 7.5-18 GHz frequency
range was performed in an anechoic chamber. The gain of the
antenna embedded in the wing was, on average, 2.4 dB lower
than the copper equivalent.

Another example using 3D printing technology in confor-
mal load-bearing antenna structures (CLAS) applications was
presented in [174]. The custom designed powder dispensing
head was used to deposit a high permittivity powder onto
a low-loss woven fabric based composite pre-preg material
[174]. They used this method to manufacture the 3D compos-
ite structure by stacking together multiple layers with powder
deposited on them. Authors concluded that the dry powder
deposition method can be used to control anisotropic permit-
tivity by varying the proportion of powder and the substrate.

A conceptual CLEE RF device was created as a part of the
UAV’s wing skin [173] (Fig. 7). The work focused on the
impact of mechanical properties like tensile loading, biaxial
loading and torsion/twist on the RF performance of a printed
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∼2.4 GHz patch antenna. According to the authors dynamic
tensile loading, twisting and bending forces can produce a
separation between the carbon veil (conductor of electromag-
netic traces) and the composite structure resulting in a large
shift with the resonant frequency of the antenna.

Multifunctional conformal load-bearing SWASS antenna
was manufactured by interleaving S-Glass windows in CFRP
pre-preg with ESA Teflon core [75] to [79]. Manual alignment
and wrapping were used for manufacturing the waveguide
antenna. Autoclave curing was used to consolidate the struc-
tures.

A similar process was used to manufacture the ground
plane for a reconfigurable antenna. The ground plane was
made from anisotropic CFRP composite cured in an auto-
clave while the radiating patch element was etched onto a
Rogers 5880 substrate and bonded to the CFRP ground plane
[85], [86].

Another example of fabricating smart structure is presented
in [81], [82], where four plies of E-glass-fiber tissue were
placed on both sides of the radiating element (cut from carbon
fiber tissue and copper) and infused under vacuum with a
liquid polyester resin.

Flexible flow sensing systems that utilize low-cost
polyamide printed circuit boards have vast applications in
micro UAV’s. The authors of [92], [93] present manufacturing
process and analysis of such system.

An etching technique is used to print the artwork for
electronic circuits and sensing electrodes. Magnetron sputter-
ing technology or pulsed laser deposition is used to deposit
Cr/Ni and Pt on the sensing electrodes. After an anneal-
ing step and electric treatment, Parylene was deposited to
encapsulate a sensor [94], [95]. Capacitive sensor array for
aerodynamic pressure measurement and its manufacturing is
presented in [96]. Standard 0.9mm thick PCB (rigid copper-
clad glass-fiber) is used as a base to prove the concept. A
rigid glass-fiber spacer was placed on the top and flexible
copper-clad polyimide layer was used as sensing membrane.
Layers are attached to each other by means of a 50-um thick
adhesive tape. The structure was then attached to the prototype
UAV wing [97] to [100].

The concept of using Fiber Bragg Grating Sensing Systems
to monitor structural integrity of the wing of a helicopter
blade is discussed in [110], [111], [112], [113]. Composite
wing structures were fabricated from 10 layers of LTM45EL
pre-pregs with Bragg grating fiber inserted into them using a
vacuum bagging process. Smart skin antenna structure fabri-
cation processes [115] discuss optimal placements of Bragg
grated fiber strain sensors within this structure. They used
an in phase compensation procedure for the antenna during
its dynamic deformation. The fabrication process includes
following steps: (i) manufacture the antenna array, (ii) adding
the Bragg grated fiber sensing layer, (iii) bonding the sensing
layer to the antenna array, (iv) aligning and laminating the
face sheet and honeycomb, and (v) curing the sandwiched
structure in an autoclave. The layers are bonded together using
a vacuum bag/oven curing technique in the autoclave.

FIGURE 8. Multifunctional composite structure that includes microwave
switching component networks [148].

FIGURE 9. Flexible IC Hybrid Manufacturing Line [150].

Multifunctional Composite Structures for load bearing
applications may include microwave switching component
networks as presented in [144]. Composite structures consist
of multiple layers of structural glass (S-Glass) material [148]
as illustrated in Fig. 8. The conductive tracks were manufac-
tured out of a mix of conducting silver ink and nonwoven
carbon–nickel–copper (CNC) veil material.

A hybrid manufacturing approach was chosen to fabricate
the structure. Firstly, the RF transmission lines and control
circuitry components were transferred onto an uncured
pre-preg. Then, once the laminate had been cured, silver ink
was additively printed onto the back surface to create the
remaining parts of the control circuitry. Follow-up work by
the authors also described a more complex demonstration
of an integrated FMCW radar front-end transceiver using a
similar approach [179].

Advanced Conformal Load-Bearing Antenna Structures
based on the flexible hybrid systems are discussed in [150].
High volume manufacturing for Flexible Hybrid Systems has
been illustrated in Fig. 9. FleXTM Silicon-on-PolymerTM is a
proprietary process to transform standard silicon wafers into
flexible wafers. A FleX IC integration station is added in a
roll-to-roll printed electronics line. Using this technique, the
authors developed Flexible Hybrid System Prototype of the
conformal load-bearing Antenna Structure.

Multifunctional structures with good microwave absorp-
tion performance and mechanical properties are presented in
[167]. The authors provide examples of using CLAS for re-
duce radar cross-sections (RCS) applications.
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TABLE 3. Manufacturing Processes

The authors designed and fabricated a 3D radar absorp-
tion composite hierarchical grid structure (3D-RACHGS) by
molding metamaterials and using mechanical interlocking
technology. The absorption performance was measured from
2 to 40 GHz, incident angles from 0° to 50° and exhibits
an absorption bandwidth of 34.8 GHz and with an average
absorption of 17.4 dB. It was concluded that the proposed 3D
structure may be used in a new generation of multifunctional
skins. Multiple manufacturing techniques were presented in
this chapter. Manufacturing procedures are often defined by
the materials that are used. Table 3 summarizes the manufac-
turing processes.

III. TESTING AND VALIDATION
The notion of load-bearing smart skins, in all cases, involves
introducing some change to an aerospace structure. Typically,
these can include material inclusions which can introduce
material inhomogeneity or changes to the structure such as
the use of cavities with a non-structural radome cover. In
examples where dissimilar materials are introduced within a
composite, this can result in unusual structural deformations

due to varying stiffness or internal thermal stresses introduced
during elevated temperature curing.

In some cases, there may also be the inclusion of holes or
slots, such is the case for composite slotted waveguides [69]
to [74]. Therefore, there is a need to better understand how
all these aspects of aerospace smart skins change not only
the mechanical properties but also the durability and integrity
of the electrical systems being integrated. Some examples
of structural testing and validation will be examined within
this section including future challenges which still need to be
addressed within the body of knowledge.

One aspect of using composite materials in aerospace
applications is their susceptibility to damage. Damage to
integrated smart skins can affect not only their structural
performance but can have varying effects on their elec-
tromagnetic/electrical performance as well. Impact damage
from foreign object debris (FOD) to a honeycomb sand-
wich structure with an embedded square aperture-coupled
microstrip antenna was investigated in [125]. The inspec-
tion of the structure was carried out using non-destructive
and destructive techniques (ultrasonic C-scan, X-ray radiog-
raphy methods and physical cross-sectioning). The antenna
return loss and radiation pattern were measured to determine
a threshold of impact energy for which the antenna failed to
function.

Another study focused on the influence of impact damage
on a cylindrically conformal single and two element mi-
crostrip patch array CLAS [126]. This study also investigated
the influence of the patch and array orientation relative to
the cylindrical surface and noted that there was little change
in the antennas before and after impact. In [127] and [128],
the fatigue failure mechanisms of a copper trace embedded
into glass/epoxy were investigated. The fracture of the copper
foil conductor was observed at various levels of composite
loading. No change in the overall characteristics of the stress
vs strain chart were observed with the inclusion of copper
foil. However, the foil did fail under cyclic loading. Specif-
ically, copper failure was observed when the specimen was
loaded between 25% and 75% of the glass/epoxy compos-
ite ultimate tensile strength (UTS). The crack growth in the
copper was strongly related to debonding between the copper
and composite. It was concluded that metals typically ex-
hibit significantly lower fatigue life than glass fiber-reinforced
polymer matrix composites as to be expected. The conductor
failure is affected by both fatigue growth and ductile fracture
which was shown in a detailed crack growth analysis [127].

A printed circuit board (PCB) fabrication of two narrow
copper etched tracks was examined for its fatigue life in [129].
This process was proposed for multifunctional structures as
it is made from a glass/epoxy composite material. The em-
bedded copper traces exhibited robust behavior compared to
those traces laminated onto the surface of the material [129].
The authors investigated the copper fracture mechanism and
concluded that cracks were being formed on the composite
surface which then propagated through the copper trace caus-
ing electrical failure.
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In the development of the carbon fiber slotted waveguide
antennas stiffened structure (SWASS), it was shown that the
slot configuration influences the mechanical performance of
the structure [130]. The results of finite element analysis
(FEA) of seven single-slot designs showed that a 90° longi-
tudinal slot was the best structurally by approximately 30%.
Simulations have shown that the inclusion of five longitudinal
slots required for array synthesis decrease the overall struc-
tural nonlinear limit load by 8%. Moreover, the experimental
results indicated a 14% drop in the waveguide load limit. In
[84] authors used ANSYS multi-physics analysis to compare
both the mechanical and electromagnetic performance of a
few types of CFPR slot antennas (log spiral, circular, and
rectangular).

The proposed spiral slot antenna gave the most promising
results. It was indicated that termination of the spiral slots
with a sharp point significantly limits the static strength and
fatigue endurance. The problem was overcome by using a
semi-circular end slot termination. It was also concluded that
the stress concentration for asymmetric slot geometries is
sensitive to the relative angle between the slots and the main
loading direction. The spiral slot compression test showed that
filling the slot with epoxy resin results in a significant increase
in the residual compressive strength of the samples. A good
review of the SWASS development and mechanical modelling
can be found in Chapters 3 and 4 of [175].

The weak points of dissimilar structures used in Load Bear-
ing Skins are the interfaces between them. Authors in [152]
carried out a study of interfaces between Carbon/Epoxy and
Glass/Epoxy structures which underwent load under tension
until failure occurred. Failures include delamination, ply rup-
ture or resin pocket fracture. They discovered that when the
different structures were connected together by an overlap
multi-ply joint, their strength was close to that of a glass-fiber
composite structure. In [153] the authors created a mathemat-
ical model to predict the failure in strength of Carbon/Epoxy
and Glass/Epoxy hybrids employing various types of joints.
An example of a load bearing antenna was examined in [154].
The carbon fiber and glass fiber composites T700/VTM264
and E-Glass/MTM57 were merged with differing lengths of
overlap, before undergoing tension tests, with simultaneous
crosshead speed, until failure occurred. It was concluded that
applications would benefit from the presented types of joining
techniques and predictive models provided by the authors in
[153], [154].

It was also noted there could be a great improvement in
ability to integrate structures like large radar apertures with
the use of these overlapping composite structures without the
addition of bulky and heavy structural supports.

Development of smart skin aerospace structures requires
employing a co-design approach using both electromagnetic
performance optimization and structural design processes.
This hybrid simulation method was used to develop a new
CLAS array for satellite communications [131], [132]. The
designed antenna’s structural properties were analyzed using
FEA analysis carried out in NASTRAN and HYPERMESH.

The structure loads were approximated for being from a
typical reconnaissance UAV. The strain and deformation of
antenna elements were optimized for the highest possible
stiffness which was achieved using a grid structure. Moreover,
it was also shown from simulation and mechanical testing (X
and Y direction load and shear load) that the antenna defor-
mation depends more on the antenna housing cavity design
than the stiffness of the antenna radome [132] which forms
part of the aircraft skin. Noting a similar design approach was
presented in [13] to develop a CLAS. The electromagnetic and
mechanical co-design process presented in this paper included
three steps: antenna design, the antenna with added face sheet
and honeycomb, and the entire structure full-wave simulation
and optimization. The design was validated using electromag-
netic and a mechanical three-point bend test.

Multifunctional aerospace skins can also be integrated with
on-board electronic systems. This is related to the prepara-
tion of appropriate cavities for electronic devices within a
structural skin. Typically, these result in a degradation of
a structure’s load-bearing capacity however it can increase
the structures functionality. In [133], various types of fill-
ing materials were investigated to improve the stiffness of
carbon/epoxy sheets with polyurethane foam sandwich struc-
tures. These cavities were used to house electronics systems.
A flexural four-point bending test indicated a recovery of 87%
of the structure stiffness when the cavity was filled with high
density (90.1 kg/m3) expandable form.

Integrating electronics with multifunctional aerospace skins
require veils or woven/embroidered tracks or patches to in-
terconnect them. Nicholson et.al. [168] manufactured and
performed 4-point bending tests of the fiberglass laminate
containing either embroidered or nonwoven veil microstrips.
The veil based microstrips were superior in mechanical de-
flection performance to the embroidered ones. It was also
concluded that the maximum flexural stress (at failure) of a
veil based microstrip was worse in comparison with a straight
laminate microstrip by 90 MPa.

A. FUTURE CHALLENGES IN MUTLIFUNCTION TESTING
AND VALIDATION
The ad-hoc approach to testing and validation of CLSS in
the reviewed literature is likely in response to the difficulty
of merging both mechanical and electromagnetic testing se-
tups. If CLSS is to be widely adopted, then development of
multi-physics testing regimes will be necessary.

Mechanical validation as an example, has a number of pre-
defined standards used to understand different aspects of the
mechanical properties of a material. These typically include:

1) Tensile testing – in-plane tensile testing of composite
laminates is the most common test performed on com-
posite materials with tests standards (ASTM D3039, EN
2561 and ISO 527-4/5).

2) Compression testing – where specimens are either par-
allel sided with a short, unsupported gauge length to
prevent buckling (ASTM D695, ASTM D3410, ASTM
D6641 and ISO 14126).
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3) Shear testing – the interlaminar shear strength test
(ILSS), or short beam shear (SBS), uses a small spec-
imen loaded in a three-point bend configuration (ASTM
D2344, EN 2563 and ISO 14130).

4) Compression after impact (CAI) testing – assess dam-
age to composite laminates with internal delamination
(ASTM D7136, ASTM D7137 and ISO 18352).

5) Fatigue testing – Cyclically loading of the laminate to
induce localized fatigue (ISO 13003)

Within the reviewed papers, these standards have been
extensively used to validate Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
models of multifunctional structures. However, mechanical
testing only forms one part of what is required to validate
CLSS. In many of the reviewed papers, simultaneous test-
ing of the multi-functional aspects of the proposed CLSS’s
does not occur. This multifunctional testing is important to
identify the complexity of CLSS’s (such as those explored
in [173]). This can occur not only due to the deformation
of the parent structure but also the local strain around the
radiating elements. In some cases, it is observed that multi-
functional testing is difficult to achieve or difficult to interpret
key aspects of the measured results. This review has identified
that a standardized test and validation process is needed to
help identify some of the key design considerations needed to
improve CLSS.

IV. APPLICATIONS
From the previous section it has been shown that there are
numerous manufacturing processes and materials that have
been utilized for CLSS. This section explores some of the
different CLSS applications which have been reported in the
literature. Moreover, it gives an overview of the three main
categories of CLSS which include antennas, electronics, and
sensors.

A. ANTENNAS
One of the most prominent areas researched in CLSS is an-
tennas. This area forms much of the literature due to the
large acceptance of electromagnetic communication and sen-
sor systems used within the aerospace sector. Hence, there is
a natural synergy in being able to use structures to radiate
electromagnetic fields. The primary goal of CLSS antennas
(or as they are more commonly known as conformal load-
bearing antenna structures (CLAS) or conformal load-bearing
antenna array structured (CLAAS)) is to identify radiating
topologies which are suitable to be integrated directly into
conformal composite skins. The overall aim is to replace tra-
ditional aerospace antennas (such as blade monopole antennas
and slotted waveguides) with alternatives that both reduce
parasitic drag and weight of a platform. Hence, this results in
fuel or energy savings and contributes to reducing the overall
operational life-cycle costs of a platform [1]. Examples of
antennas include planar antennas, leaky wave antennas, and
highly integrated 3D and waveguide antennas. An overview
of these technologies will be discussed within this section.

FIGURE 10. CLAS location on an airplane [7].

Planar Antennas: Over recent decades there has been a
significant number of publications dealing with aerospace
smart skin designs which have focused primarily on planar
antenna technologies [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11],
[12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22],
[23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33].
Planar antennas of various topologies have been explored.
These are typically constructed using thin sheet conductors
(printed or laminated) on or in a dielectric substrate. Due
to their overall thickness and suitable bandwidth compared
to traditional aerospace blade monopole antennas they are
well suited for CLAS applications [3]. This is especially the
case when dealing with composite based structures where
dielectric structural composite materials (i.e., ceramic, glass,
polymer and/or quartz fabrics) can play the role of the RF
substrate. However, to date planar antennas have focused
mainly on the development of antennas using traditional ra-
dio frequency (RF) materials and processes while focusing
on integration using structural cavities and radomes. Typical
Smart Skin panel locations on an airplane is illustrated in
Fig. 10.

The first example of a CLAS to be examined is a wideband
(150 MHZ to 2 GHz) antenna [4], [5], [6], [7]. The achieved
bandwidth was realized in this design utilizing a unidirec-
tional, multi-arm, cavity backed spiral antenna embedded in
a load-bearing composite sandwich structure. It was embed-
ded in the fuselage skin of a multi-role fighter. The antenna
construction considered the operational conditions of the plat-
form, such as its lightning susceptibility and repairability. The
CLAS was designed to operate with various aircraft systems
such as: communication, navigation, identification as well as
electronic warfare payloads.

Another example of a load-bearing spiral antenna operating
over a similar frequency range was described in [8]. The
antenna was fabricated on a single-side FR-4 substrate and
consisted of a multilayer structure including a cavity absorber
and carbon fiber reflector. This antenna was designed for in-
tegration within an aircraft wing. The examination of a broad
bandwidth stacked patch microstrip antenna integrated into a
multilayer sandwich structure has also been presented in [9].
The sandwich construction consisted of two composite face
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FIGURE 11. Layer composition of a CSS [9]; Left Direct-feeding stacked
patch antenna; Right Aperture-coupled patch antenna.

sheets separated by a NOMEX honeycomb core. The patch
radiating elements were fabricated on Rogers Corporation
Duroid 5880 substrate and bonded to the top and bottom of
the composite sandwich structure (Fig. 11).

The CLAS operated over a frequency range of 11 GHz
to 12.75 GHz with a gain of approximately 12 dBi. Similar
CLAS’s were investigated in [10] and [11].

There have also been several investigations into planar an-
tenna arrays [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19]. In
[12], [13] a four-element patch CLAAS was investigated. It
is also worth mentioning that in [12] the authors reported
the use of an inversion method to analyze the effect of flaws
in the bond layer between their patch array and a honey-
comb layer which forms part of a load-bearing radome. An
alternative array method was proposed in [14]. This example
introduced a new type of pixel antenna. This antenna used
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) switches to enable
reconfigurability. This antenna was able to achieve operating
frequency bands at 1.5 GHz, 2 GHz or 3.1 GHz, with the
gain of 5.3, 3.7, and 5.1 dBi, respectively. This antenna was
also tested under bending load with no noted degradation in
its performance. A linear polarized phase array microstrip
antenna was presented in [15] with a center frequency at 7.5
GHz and a realized gain of 17.23 dBi. This array was designed
with a full 1-dimensional electronic steering network which
could steer the main beam to ±45 degrees. The patch elements
were formed within a honeycomb sandwich structure which
consisted of 8 patch elements. Similarly, 12 and 14 element
planar patch arrays were reported in [16], [17], [18]. These
arrays were embedded in an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
wing (Fig. 12).

The antennas operated in the ISM band with a center
frequency of 2.45 GHz and were fed by a controlled com-
biner/splitter network. That configuration allowed for UAV
communication improvements by enabling steering in both
azimuth and elevation to track the position of a base station.
Finally, a circularly polarized, circular antenna array was in-
vestigated in [19]. The four-element patch antenna system was
designed to be installed conformally around the surface of a
UAV fuselage. The array with an omnidirectional radiation
pattern operated at the frequency of 5.6 GHz with the gain
of 5 dBi.

FIGURE 12. Fabricated CLAAS antenna boards attached to the bottom of
the UAV wing [18].

An alternative method to developing a load-bearing an-
tenna structure was investigated in [20], [21], [22]. In [20],
the authors compared the performance of a straight, “L” and
“T” shaped printed monopole antenna elements that were em-
bedded as wing ribs in a small UAV. The antenna elements
were designed to operate in the 2.45 GHz frequency band
for use with wireless local area networks (WLAN). The best
performance (maximum gain of 1.4 dBi and return loss of
−20 dB) was obtained for the “L” shape monopole. Due
to the element’s radiation characteristics, it was investigated
in a 4 – element and 8 – element array [21]. In [22], the
authors studied an increase in the communication range and
data throughput of WLAN link between a UAV and its base
station.

Conformal antennas can also be designed to fit existing
antenna locations on airframe structures with minimal modifi-
cation. The authors in [23] described a method of replacing a
traditional monopole blade antenna with a planar annular slot
radiator, as well as a technique of embedding a dipole antenna
into a UAV’s vertical stabilizer. The slot antenna was able to
be designed to fit into an existing recess created for a blade
antenna. The new antenna was then covered by a thin radome.
On the other hand, the dipole was bonded to the surface of the
vertical stabiliser. The overall performance of both antennas
had little effect on the vehicles communication system. In both
cases they showed similar radiation patterns, polarization, and
maximum gain at or near the horizon. Another example of
a thin CLAS, S-band, annular slot antenna molded into a
carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) composite structure
of a UAV was also presented in [24]. This example provided
a better approach to the integration of the CLAS as the cavity
antenna was much thinner than previous examples.

Steady progress in CLAS has allowed the design and in-
tegration of popular UHF radiators such as meander lines
[25], log-periodic [26] and Yagi-Uda arrays [27] into flying
platforms.

These examples have utilized several different dielectric
materials where the radiating elements have been fabricated
using copper foil adhered on a dielectric base layer of CRI-
0512S (DuPont) [25], popular glass-reinforced epoxy lami-
nate FR-4 [26] or directly printed on Kevlar/epoxy composite
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FIGURE 13. Prototype of a CLAAS missile-borne conformal navigation
antenna [31].

panels using silver conducting ink [27]. Another example of
UHF CLAS was presented in [28]. The large patch antenna
was designed to conform to the belly of a cargo helicopter.
The antenna resonated at 480 MHz with a peak gain of 6.7
dBi. An interesting design of a double band (UHF and L –
band), sandwich structure CLAS was reported in [29]. The
radiating element of the antenna also included a log-periodic
slot that was inserted into the magneto-dielectric material. The
antenna was installed within the air speed brake of a KT – 1
trainer aircraft.

The possible applications of planar CLAS have not been
limited only to aircraft or unmanned aerial vehicles. In [30]
and [31] the authors reported the development of missile-
borne dual-band conformal microstrip patch antenna arrays.
The arrays showed omnidirectional radiation in the horizon-
tal direction, and they operated over three global navigation
satellite system (GNSS) frequencies of 1.575 GHz (GPS
L1), 1.562 GHz (Beidou-B1) [31] (Fig. 12) and 1.268 GHz
(Beidou-B3) [30]. The example is illustrated in Fig. 13.

The idea of using the skin of a UAV for a reconfigurable
antenna was investigated in [32]. The principle of the antenna
was based on the theory of characteristic modes for an electri-
cally small conducting body. In the case where the skin of
a small UAV is manufactured from a conducting material,
a small voltage or current probe adjacent to the conductive
surface can excite currents to flow over the structure. Con-
sequently, the UAV’s skin can become the electromagnetic
radiating aperture. The probe’s arrangement allows for the
control of the current distribution and thus, antenna radiation
pattern. In the development prototype, two small monopoles
and an inverted F-shape patch probe was used to excite the
skin of a small UAV model at UHF 800 MHz. It was demon-
strated that the three-port excitations allowed for the control
of the radiation pattern. The antenna achieved a realized gain
for the broadside, forward, and aft beams of 3.31, 0.14, and
5.07 dBi, respectively.

There has been noticeable progress in the development of
conformal, metamaterial - inspired antennas. Two examples

FIGURE 14. (a) Measurement configuration, (b) Measured realized gain at
10 GHz for the “continuous” (LEFT) and “discrete” (RIGHT) holographic
antennas [33].

of composite embedded, load bearing, high gain, metasurface
holographic antennas were presented in [33]. This type of
leaky-wave antenna was design using an artificial impedance
surface (AIS) where the radiating pattern was controlled using
holographic principles. Two fabricated CLAS examined the
differences in using a continuous and discrete holographic
pattern at an operating frequency of 10 GHz. The main beam
in both examples was designed to radiate at an elevation of
45 degrees and they achieved a realized gain of 13.61 dBi and
13.68 dBi, respectively.

Significant steps in the development of antennas were pre-
sented in [33] where the authors designed, and compared two
meta-surface 10 GHz antennas with two types of inclusions:
using a conventional hexagonal grid with continuous space
distributions and a Voronoi partition with constant gaps be-
tween inclusions. Measurement setup is illustrated in Fig. 14.

It was noted that both antennae displayed similar properties
like gain, surface impedance, insertion loss and radiation effi-
ciency, however the standard hexagonal grid was limited to a
2D dimension while the Voronoi partition structure was suited
for conformal surfaces. The antennas were fabricated using a
process compatible with standard glass fiber composite man-
ufacturing. This work has since been extended to conformal
surfaces with both convex and concave geometries [157].

Interesting concepts for embedding the reflector backed
printed dipole antenna to the shape of a typical wing lead-
ing edge are discussed in [162]. The antenna was developed
for UAV applications. The printed dipole antenna was en-
cased in a glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP). The gain
of the fabricated antenna was 5.22 dB across a 1.66% mea-
sured bandwidth from 3.580 GHz to 3.638 GHz. The 3 dB
beamwidth in the H-plane and E-plane was assessed as around
700 and 900 respectively.
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FIGURE 15. Ice penetrating antenna [165].

Airborne radars are effective tools in monitoring polar ice
critical regions (such as temperatures of mountain and out-
let glaciers). Egyptian Axe Dipole (EAD) [165], [166] is
presented as being used to sound polar ice and image temper-
atures of glaciers (Fig. 15). This type of a near-high frequency
antenna was designed for UAS systems, like helicopters. The
antenna center frequency is between 30 MHz and 40 MHz
which reduces the effects of scattering and improves the re-
duction of clutter.

Inverted-F antenna (IFA) is used in mobile communications
due to its small size, its lightweight and low profile, and
simple structure. A phased array antenna skin is proposed in
[158]. PIFA (Planar inverted F antenna) is used as a radiation
element. Each element of the array has an omnidirectional ra-
diation pattern and low profile. The PIFA element is integrated
within the wing of an aircraft using composite materials. The
use of multilayer composite materials allows the structure
to perform as a load bearing element. The gain achieved
was between 21.3 dBi and 19.2 dBi and the bandwidth was
between 5.3 and 7.6, for a scanning angle between 0° and
135°.

Some aerospace antennas use lightweight bistable compos-
ite structures [170]. These structures are deformable in nature,
and they are used as mechanical arrangement mechanisms.
They can maintain two stable states and can switch between
them. The authors present a UHF band bistable monopole
antenna operating at 0.42 GHz when folded and 1.2 GHz
when unfolded. The antenna may be set to directional or
omnidirectional mode of operation depending on whether it’s
folded or unfolded. The antenna uses copper foil, carbon
fiber and glass fiber as the substrate. The best impedance
matching was achieved by laying the copper foil inside the
GFRP. The layers are fused together by curing them into one
structure.

At present, there is a high level of interest in using satellite
links for communication, broadcasting, navigation, etc. The
S Band Radio Frequency (RF) Cavity Filter developed and
tested in [171] used carbon fiber reinforced polymer Fig. 16.
This strictly tuned cavity structure passes wanted frequencies
and blocks undesired one.

The study utilized CFRP for fabrication of a filter destined
for communication satellites. Measured values of main RF
parameters like return loss, insertion loss and frequency drift
were 13 dB, 0.9 dB and 0.7 MHz, respectively. RF tests

FIGURE 16. S band cavity filter (components view Left, Assembled view
Right) [171].

concluded that insertion loss varied from 0.6 to 0.9 dB as
temperatures raised from ambient to 125 °C. Return loss of
20 dB was noted in ambient conditions, while a return loss
of 13 dB was noted at a temperature of 125 °C. Observed
frequency drift was up by 0.7 MHz (from center frequency) at
a temperature of 125 °C. It was concluded that a CFRP-based
cavity filter design could meet both structural and RF require-
ments while also providing large weight saving and thermal
stability.

The presented examples on planar antennas have illustrated
that they are well suited for CLAS applications. In most of
the presented examples there is a clear trend in not only
using traditional planar antenna topologies but also taking
advantage of traditional manufacturing approaches such as
the use of commercial RF substrate materials and chemical
etching processes. The load-bearing aspects of the CLAS
are typically formed by the inclusion of a structural cav-
ity or the use of a transparent load-bearing radome. In the
latter examples there is a clear push to examine how dif-
ferent composite materials can be used to form both the
radiating elements and ground plane structures. This indi-
cates that antenna CLSS are progressing towards a higher
level of integration compared to the earlier demonstrated
works.

3D Antennas Topologies: The research on the development
of CLAS has not been limited to planar antennas. Successful
attempts to integrate conformal antennas on a 3D surface have
also been examined however, to a much lesser extent. One
of the reported designs was a two-element miniature axial-
mode hexaferrite helical antenna for UAV communication
applications [34]. The antenna operated at the frequency of
2.44 GHz with the realized gain of 2 dBi. A reduction in
the antenna array size was achieved through a design based
on a Co2Z hexaferrite glass composite core. Global Naviga-
tion Satellite System (GNSS) bifilar helix antenna for use in
UAS applications was described in [35]. The wideband (1.6
to 1.95 GHz) antenna was fabricated on a polyetherether-
ketone dielectric rod. The radiating element of the device
was developed with copper using a Direct Write Thermal
Spray (DWTS) technique. The antenna was installed inside
the vertical stabilizer of the Dakota UAV. NASA reported the
development of three ultra-lightweight antennas compatible
with High Altitude Long Endurance Unmanned Aerial Vehi-
cles (HALE UAVs) [36].
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FIGURE 17. (a) Measurement configuration V-AIS; (b) Measured S11 for
the conformal and planar V-AIS ; (C) Measured realized gain at 10 GHz in
the E-plane [157].

As part of this project, a wideband helical antenna, balanced
antipodal Vivaldi antenna and reduced surface wave antenna
were proposed. All antennas were embedded into the UAV’s
wing structure. Other examples of three-dimensional confor-
mal antennas adapted for installation on the surface of the
UAV’s body are described in [37] and [38].

These two examples included UHF antennas based on
the common dipole [37] and monopole [38] topologies.
These were designed as low-profile antenna manufactured
using strips of copper sheet incorporated into a structure.
High-precision satellite reflectors use honeycomb composite
structures [159].

They may differ depending on materials used, reflector
configuration, thermal deformation of the structure, etc. The
authors dwell on making the structure “lighter, larger, more
refined and more stable”. The authors consider 3D manu-
facturing technology and functional requirements of future
satellite antenna reflectors.

The authors in [157] demonstrated a metasurface antenna
on an arbitrary conformal surface photographed in Fig. 17.
The measured performance of the antenna agreed with the
simulated results. The unique manufacturing approach can

incorporate large-scale conformal metasurface arrays on arbi-
trary geometries. It is predicted that such antennas will cover
significant regions of a platform’s exterior surface of the UAV,
thereby significantly enhancing its communications or sensing
capabilities. It was concluded that this work was the next step
in the deployment of truly conformal multifunctional compos-
ite structures.

Two manufacturing methods to fabricate a conformal meta-
surface antenna on a UAV are presented and compared in [55].
The researchers designed an antenna that exhibited a pencil
beam radiation pattern at 10.0 GHz. The first manufacturing
method utilized a 3-axis Trotec fiber laser to etch the flattened
metasurface geometry in copper foil which was then stretched
over the UAV fuselage. The second approach utilized a 6-axis
nScrypt to print the metasurface pattern directly on the doubly
curved surface of the UAV fuselage [55]. The authors con-
cluded that the discussed manufacturing techniques are cost
effective and can produce antennas with comparable perfor-
mance.

Carbon fiber waveguide antennas: CFRP is playing a vital
role as a structural material for the manufacture of modern
day and future platforms in the land, sea, air, and space
domains. Carbon fiber (CF) is made from long graphitized
polymer strands which produce favorable mechanical proper-
ties and are electrically conductive. The conducting feature of
the material is attractive for CLSS and antenna applications.
However, the conducting mechanism of CFRP is strongly
dependent on the composite fabrication process. More specif-
ically, bulk conductivity of a laminate may have varying
conductivities due to the anisotropic nature of carbon fibers
[56]. CF for CLSS applications is typically described in three
distinct forms which include uni-directional fabrics, woven
fabrics, and non-woven veils.

Uni-directional fabrics are created from tows of CF
(bunches of individual fibers). These tows are all laid in par-
allel next to each other to create a long sheet of material.
Unidirectional fabrics are usually stacked in various orienta-
tions to create mechanically quasi-isotropic CFRP laminates.
These laminates are highly anisotropic in their conductivity
due to the parallel direction of the CF in each layer. Current is
only able to flow efficiently in the direction of the fibers while
the two orthogonal directions can be highly resistive.

Woven fabrics are created using traditional textile weaving
processes. This involves using CF tows as the base strands for
the weaving process. The tows are then woven in the warp
and weft directions to create different fabric patterns such as
plane, crows-foot, twill, and satin for example. These fabrics
typically conform well to complex curved geometries and are
more quasi-isotropic in their electrical properties compared
with unidirectional CFRP. This is due to fibers running in both
the warp and weft directions.

Finally, the non-woven veil materials are made of short
CF which are held together using a weak binder. As the
name suggests the fibers are randomly orientated and can be
manufactured to have different areal densities. The electrical
conductivity of these materials is more isotropic compared
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to uni-directional and woven fabrics due to the random
placement of the fibers however their conductivity varies
greatly based on the areal density.

The conductivity of CFRP behaves slightly differently
from the conducting mechanism which governs well known
isotropic metallic conductors. Although the conductive carbon
fibers are typically stacked and laminated into thick panels,
the inclusion of the epoxy resin matrix partially isolates neigh-
boring fibers. This process reduces the contact area between
each of the fibers and hence decreases the overall ability
of CFRP to carry direct currents (DC) and low-frequency
alternating currents (AC). As the frequency increases, this
inhibiting feature reduces because of the high capacitive cou-
pling between fibers. The conductivity of CFRP increases
with frequency up to the microwave range where both the
skin and proximity effects start to adversely affect its elec-
trical properties. That unusual behavior in CFRP has driven
researchers to better investigate its electrical properties.

The conductivity characteristics of carbon fiber compos-
ite were determined through investigating its shielding ef-
fectiveness (or electromagnetic transmission and reflection
properties). At HF frequency ranges, a two-loop antenna
technique has been used to investigate this property [57].
In contrast, the shielding effectiveness of CFRP within the
microwave region has been measured using both a free space
reflection/transmission [58] and rectangular waveguides tech-
niques [59], [60], [61]. These techniques have shown that
there is a strong correlation between the orientation of carbon
fibers in composite multilayered structures and the resultant
anisotropic or quasi-isotropic electromagnetic properties [59],
[62].

The conductivity of CFRP has also been analyzed using DC
surface resistivity measurements [63] and wideband analysis
of its attenuation using microstrip transmission lines [64].
In [65], a method to extract the conductivity of carbon fiber
from the loss associated with a CFRP monopole antenna was
proposed. It has been shown within the literature associated
with analyzing the electrical properties of CFRP that the con-
ductivity varies with frequency, material thickness, fiber di-
rection or weave and to some extent the measurement method
applied.

The conductivity of CFRP has been reported at values
which lay between tens to hundreds of thousands of Siemens
per meter (S/m). This value is much smaller than copper-based
conductors and shows that CFRP can be treated more like a
lossy conductor. To overcome this loss associated with CFRP,
metallization methods can be applied to improve its perfor-
mance. In [66], the conductivity was improved by metalizing
the inner surface of a CFRP waveguide with copper foil, con-
ductive paint, and a metalized carbon fiber veil. The results
of this work illustrated that a thin layer of metallization can
significantly improve the performance of CFRP waveguides.

The Slotted Waveguide Antenna Stiffened Structure
(SWASS) concept has been extensively investigated [67],
[68], [69], [70], [71], [72], [73], [74], [75], [76], [77], [78],
[79]. The manufactured test example is illustrated in Fig. 18.

FIGURE 18. Manufactured test fixture with slotted cover plate [77].

There are two types of slotted waveguide antennas. The
first type of antenna is based on the principle of standing
waves. In this structure a waveguide antenna consists of a
standard rectangular waveguide which is shorted at its end
to create an internal standing wave. For this type of an-
tenna, the waveguide behaves as a high-Q resonant cavity.
The waveguide radiates electromagnetic energy through small
slots positioned at locations where the maximum filed strength
for the standing wave occurs. This is typically at a half-
guided wavelengths for the desired operating frequency. In
the travelling wave type of slotted waveguide antenna, the
electromagnetic field moves from the input to the terminated
output of a waveguide. The antenna radiates from slots lo-
cated at an arbitrary position along the waveguide except for
the central waveguide plane. The slot position is determined
by the required parameters of the antenna and its radiation
pattern.

Waveguides operating at microwave frequencies have sim-
ilar dimensions and shapes to top-hat stiffeners that are used
as reinforcements in aerospace structural skins. This feature
makes SWASS a highly desirable candidate to be integrated
into flying airframes. It covers all aspects of CLAS including
lowering weight and removing drag penalties that are present
with current aircraft antennas. It has been shown that the per-
formance of CFRP SWASS is almost equivalent to traditional
metallic antennas.

In [70], the comparison of a X-Band slotted waveguide
antenna manufactured from aluminum and CFRP was investi-
gated. The authors noted the only difference between the two
antennas was a 2 dB reduction in the antennas gain caused by
the Ohmic loss of CFRP (Fig. 19).

It has been noted that one of the main drawbacks to SWASS
is a degradation in its load-bearing capacity which is caused
by the introduction of the radiating slots. This problem can
be addressed by shortening the length of each slot how-
ever, this negatively impacts its performance. In [71] and
[72] the authors described a novel method to reduce the
slot length. The novel approach to SWASS is illustrated in
Fig. 20.

Despite the modification, the antenna realized gain re-
mained at a similar level to a full-length slot. This was
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FIGURE 19. Photographs of the aluminum (left) and CFRP (right) 10-slot
slotted waveguide antennas (SWASS) [70].

FIGURE 20. The SWASS concept presented in [72].

achieved by loading the slot with a split-ring resonator (SRR).
However, this introduction affected the antennas reflection
coefficient due to the large cross-section of the SRR. This
problem was resolved by substituting the SRR with a wire
element capacitively coupled to the waveguide broad wall
[73]. This improved the antenna’s gain and reflection coef-
ficient while allowing for the reduction of the slot length.
It was shown that the slot length using this method can be
significantly reduced (approaching a quarter-guided wave-
length) while maintaining identical radiation characteristics.
Furthermore, investigations in [152], [153], [154], [155],
[156] illustrated that the strength of SWASS could be further
improved by adding interleaved glass dielectric windows over
the slots. The authors investigated several different interleav-
ing patterns and showed that it was possible to recover up to
80% of the original structural strength. This method along
with the introduction of the capacitive wire element show
that there are several viable solutions to solve the mechanical
issues with SWASS.

Feeding of a CFRP waveguide must also be considered
as they suffer from poor launching and feeding transitions
when using traditional waveguide launching methods. This is
caused by a thin layer of epoxy which insulates the CF walls of

the waveguide. Along with this, CFRP cannot be soldered or
braised like traditional metallic waveguides and new methods
are required to make a good electrical connection to metallic
waveguide flanges and feeding adapters. In [74], a loop-type
end-launcher was explored to feed CFRP waveguides. The
developed launcher did not require grounding to the broad
wall of the waveguide. A method for feeding an array of
travelling wave SWASS was also presented in [75].

As SWASS belongs to the CLAAS sub-category of CLSS,
the orientation of slotted waveguides and hence the antenna
scan plane is constrained by typical aerospace structures. This
is because the orientation of CFRP stiffeners is primarily de-
pendent on the mechanical load applied to the structure (i.e.,
hat stiffeners always run longitudinally in a fuselage). The
concept of a beam steerable SWASS was presented in [76]
to overcome this issue.

The beam steering mechanism was accomplished using
dispersion engineering of the traveling electromagnetic wave.
The proposed structure was based on the theory of composite
right- and left-hand transmission lines (CRLH-TL) used to
advance or delay the phase between each slot in the array. The
phase shift control was realized by incorporating varactors and
an inductor loaded transmission line into a waveguide. The
radiation pattern was electronically controlled by changing the
varactor biasing voltage. The fabricated antenna exhibited a
maximum beam scan angle of ±11 from broadside with peak
a realized gain in the range of 3.6 to 4.3 dB [77].

The design was later improved by separating the DC tuning
circuit from the waveguide structure. This allowed the tuning
structure to be directly integrated within CFRP SWASS [78].

Optimization and analysis of slotted waveguide antenna
structures were performed in [172]. The authors assessed
and optimized the use of a SWASS antenna in an X-47B
unmanned combat aerial vehicle designed by Northrop Grum-
man. The panels were used as a weather radar operating in
X-band (10 GHz) frequency. Optimization takes into account
minimizing the mass of the panel and maximizing the buck-
ling load while operating frequency stays as close as possible
to 10 GHz.

Other Carbon Fiber-Based Antennas: The reinforced,
continuous carbon fiber (RCCF) composite ultra-wideband
(UWB) monopole patch antenna was presented in [80]. The
RCCF composite conductivity was enhanced by adding a
small fraction of multiwall carbon nanotubes to the epoxy
matrix. Other investigations have focused on planar carbon-
fiber composite wideband radiators including the lozenge
monopole antenna designed for frequency ranges below 4.5
GHz [81], [82] and an X-band slot equiangular spiral (log-
spiral) antenna [83]. An interesting X-band CLAS design was
reported in [84]

(Fig. 21). The authors developed a cavity backed CFRP
slot antenna equipped with a capacitive feed that did not need
direct contact with its feeding coaxial line and the antenna
radiating element which was embedded into an epoxy resin.

The CFRP antenna was compared to an equivalent metal-
lic slot antenna, and it was showed that both antennas had
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FIGURE 21. CFRP slot (lower) and large cavities presented in [84].

similar radiation performance. In [85] and [86], the au-
thors analyzed various types of mechanically reconfigurable
anisotropic RCCF composite patch antennas. The tuning
mechanism was based on changing the current distribution on
the antenna’s ground plane using a unidirectional RCCF com-
posite. Antenna tuning was achieved by mechanically rotating
the RCCF ground plane in reference to the radiating ele-
ments. Square, rectangular, and slot-loaded circular patches
were evaluated. The proposed method was shown to suppress
resonant modes of the antenna and consequently a change in
the antenna’s operating frequency was observed. The isotropy
of CFRP can be enhanced by adding a layer of shredded and
randomly distributed carbon fibers [87]. This technique has
been used to develop a ground plane for a narrowband wire
monopole and an ultra-wideband conical monopole antenna.
The performance of these antennas showed excellent agree-
ment with their metallic counterparts.

CLAS Summary: Based on the examined literature relating
to CLAAS and CLAS, an overview of all the different antenna
topologies, frequency ranges, achieved fraction bandwidths
(where possible impedance bandwidth taken ≤ −10 dB) and
mechanical testing performed has been detailed in Table 4.

B. ELETRICAL, ELECTRONICS AND RF SYSTEMS
From the review of publications relating to the integration
of electric and electronic systems (known here as confor-
mal load-bearing electrical and electronics (CLEE) systems)
within aircrafts smart skins, this area of CLSS is less advanced
than antennas or sensors. In terms of electric systems, most
of the relevant publications have focused on developing in-
tegrated electric power distribution systems. These examples
have utilized airframe embedded power rails instead of tra-
ditional wire harnesses or use an aircraft body conducting

TABLE 4. Antenna Overview
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FIGURE 22. A conformal ESA system on a small UAV (left), a Ku-band
conformal aperture for the nose part of an UAV (center) and a Smart Skin
digital beamforming X-band antenna (right) [139].

element (e.g., a CFRP composite layer) as a current return net-
work [138]. In the case of electronic systems, there have been
two approaches to improve functionality. The first approach
is termed board-level integration. In this approach electronic
circuits are assembled using traditional PCB technologies.
These integrated PCBs are then installed on the inner face or
inside dedicated cavities within platforms [136]. The funda-
mental problem with this type of integration is maintaining
stiffness and the load-bearing properties of a modified aircraft
skin structure. The second approach is termed circuit-level
integration. This approach focuses on higher levels of in-
tegration where electronic circuits are fabricated inside the
aerospace composite structure using a more holistic design
process. Circuits are built into a composite using discrete
components which are connected by various conducting ma-
terials. To maintain composite integrity, the layout of this
embedded PCB needs to be fabricated using novel conducting
materials that do not introduce discontinuities into a laminate.
They must also minimize any effects on the mechanical and
load-bearing properties of a structure.

The example of a board level integration can be found
in [139]. In this example the authors presented a semi-
conformal, thin, and compact RF front-end GaAs MMIC agile
receiver (Fig. 22). The device operated over a frequency range
of 8-10 GHz and together with a digital beamforming network
and an X-band antenna were installed in the nosecone of a
small UAV. More examples of board-level integration can be
found in [140], [141] where the functionality of UAV skins
was improved by the integration of photovoltaic (PV) solar
cells (known here as conformal load-bearing power genera-
tion (CLPG)). The solar cell array was designed to supplement
onboard batteries to extend the platforms endurance. How-
ever, it was noted that temperature and irradiation variations
did affect the performance of the PV cells and hence the UAV
endurance [140]. In these reported studies it is noted that
the PV cells are integrated as a CLSS [140], [141], whereas
the UAV electronic systems were installed traditionally inside
the airframe (Fig. 23). Flight tests showed that the wings
with embedded solar cells were able to extend the platform’s
endurance by 15%. The integration of photovoltaic cells into
UAS structures has had a long- and well-established history.
Review on this technology can be form in [177], [178], [179].
There are also several successful testbed platforms (such as
AeroVironment/NASA HELIOS and BAE PHASA-35).

FIGURE 23. Prototype of UAV with monocrystalline solar cells mounted in
the wings as presented in [140].

A hybrid approach to the assembly of electronic systems
which are embedded into a fixed-wing Micro Air Vehicle was
reported in [142]. A part of the onboard electronics of the
MAV was assembled on a flexible printed circuit membrane
(FPCM) that was used to form the skin of the drone’s wing.
The wing skeleton was made with unidirectional carbon fiber
tape. The flight parameters of the MAV were continuously
measured using a micro hot-film flow speed sensor array
which was distributed on the leading edge of the wing. The
sensors readings were acquired by the autopilot circuit fabri-
cated on a classic PCB which was installed within the fuselage
of the MAV.

Examples of the circuit-level integration approach for
CLSS applications indicate that they will have better size,
weight, and power (SWaP) performance compared to the
board level approach. However, from a technological point
of view, the demonstrated techniques show that this level
of integration is more demanding and challenging. This is
because the entire circuit is encapsulated as part of the com-
posite structure. Here, the laminate plies play the role of a
substrate while also being load-bearing materials. These two
requirements mean that these designs ultimately need to be
carried out using multi-physics tools. This technology also
requires the utilization of new conducting materials because
copper foil, which is used in standard PCB manufacturing as
a conductor, bonds poorly to many thermoset resins without
extensive surface treatment [169]. This opens the door to ex-
plore novel conductors for this application. The introduction
of new conducting materials will also require new techniques
to create joints between fabricated circuit layouts and indi-
vidual electronic components (resistors, capacitors, inductors,
etc.). In most cases traditional PCB soldering methods may
not be suitable for CLSS. Finally, with the inclusion of high-
power electronic devices, new heat dissipation methods must
be employed.

Silver conducting ink is one of the candidates for making
the layout of smart skin embedded electronic circuits [143].
This flexible material can be printed on surfaces of many solid
materials. It can also act as a substitute for soldering.

The properties of different silver inks were investigated
over the RF frequency range in [143], [144]. An ink printed
microstrip transmission lines, embedded into BTCy-1 6781
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S-glass composite prepreg material was investigated in [143].
While silver ink was deposited on Rogers 5880 substrate
in [144] to determine the conductivity of the ink over the
microwave frequency range. A curve fitting method was em-
ployed to find the inks equivalent conductivity through a
comparison of electromagnetic simulation and measurement
results of the microstrips. A process using the embroidery
of conducting threads was another technique tested for po-
tential application in electronic aerospace smart skins. In
[48] a method was described to characterize a microstrip
transmission line sewn on a flexible polydimethylsiloxane
substrate using an E-fiber (thin silver coated Zylon1). The
conductive E-fiber was assessed for its possible applica-
tion in the development of UAV smart skin electronics. The
high-frequency performance of conductive threads was also
studied in [145] and [146]. In these examples different sewing
and stitching techniques were used to fabricate microstrip
transmission lines embroidered into a pre-preg composite ma-
terial. In many presented examples of CLSS antennas and
composite embedded electronics, there has been the use of
non-woven copper electroplated carbon-nickel veil [51], [53],
[144], [147], [148], [149]. This material exhibits acceptable
conductive properties at low and high-frequency ranges [148].
Both the copper-nickel–carbon veil and conductive threads
have been shown to have robust mechanical properties when
embedded in composite materials. In [149], the authors ex-
amined the mechanical and electromagnetic properties of
microstrip lines made with veil and embroidered with con-
ductive threads which were embedded into composite test
coupons.

For the integration of active electronic components, FleX-
ICs Silicon-on-Polymer technology developed by American
Semiconductor provides an attractive solution for CLSS
[150]. The substrates can be conformally integrated with com-
posite structures. Flex-IC’s can also be integrated using hybrid
electronic concepts where existing technologies such as the
carbon-nickel veil or silver inks can be used to make circuit
traces while the Flex-IC’s replace bulky IC packaging tech-
nologies. Within Flex-IC products portfolio, the company is
currently offering flexible sensing systems, RFID, analogue-
digital converters, and various types of operational amplifier
circuits.

An interesting implementation of the circuit-level assem-
bly was reported in [151]. The developed energy harvesting
structure consisted of thin-film silicon solar cell and thin-
film solid-state lithium-ion batteries embedded into a carbon
– epoxy laminate. The tracks of the system were printed
using copper nano-ink and integrated within the composite
structure. The device components (including diodes and re-
sistors) were connected to the ink traces using silver paste.
The printed tracks resistance and the performance parameters
of the entire system were analyzed under mechanical loading.
Further studies on active electronics embedded into composite
materials have resulted in a circuit-level integration of UWB
Mini – Circuit ERA-4SM+ (DC - 4 GHz) ultrawideband

FIGURE 24. The completed amplifier showing embroidered strapping to
hold the SMD amplifier [145].

amplifier which was investigated in [145], [146]. The circuit
was developed using microstrip technology where the con-
ductive track was constructed using an embroidered Shieldex
(100/34 dtex 2ply HC) silver thread. Short copper tabs were
soldered to the amplifier and associated components. These
were then consolidated as part of the composite curing pro-
cess on the top of the embroidered tracks to make electrical
connection. The ground plane was created using an embedded
copper mesh which was added in-between the lower plies of
the pre-preg stack (Fig. 24).

In [147] the same authors described the design of a ceramic
Mini-circuits CMA-62+ wideband medium power amplifier
which was embedded conformally over an air-foil shape.
The substrate was made from a structural low-loss quartz
fiber re-enforced polymer (QFRP) laminate encapsulated in
a cyanate ester resin matrix (Lonza PT-30). The conformal
amplifier bias circuit and its transmission lines were made
from a non-woven copper electroplated carbon-nickel veil.
Small copper foil tabs were again used as soldering points
and transitions between the components and veil traces. A
light-emitting diode (LED) was also embedded into the com-
posite structure to indicate the proper level of the amplifier
bias voltage. The most advanced integration of an RF cir-
cuit within an aerospace composite structure was reported in
[144] and [148]. A four-way microwave switching network
was embedded into a Hexply 914E S-glass prepreg lami-
nate. This work is the first reported example of a multilayer
CLSS circuit. The RF layers of the circuit were built into the
composite using copper-nickel-carbon veil, while the switch
control circuit was fabricated on the back of the compos-
ite structure. Conductive silver ink was also used to print
some of the tracks required for the control circuitry. The
circuit components were soldered directly to these printed ink
pads.

In a similar approach to the design presented in [147], cop-
per foil tabs were soldered to RF components to enlarge their
contact area so that they would make electrical connection
to the veil traces. The technique investigated in [144], [145],
[146], [147], [148] has provided a significant advancement
in the development of multifunctional conformal loadbearing
structures.
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FIGURE 25. The measurable sequence of events caused by advection of
turbulent properties over a wing and their attributed sensors [105].

C. SENSORS
The integration of sensors into structures (known here as
conformal sensors (CS)) has been the focus of structural re-
search for several decades now. There are two major types
of sensing systems designed for integration with load bear-
ing skins of aircraft: (i) sensing systems used for structural
health monitoring of the aircraft (discussed in the ‘Testing
and Evaluation’ chapter) and (ii) sensors that minimalize hu-
man factors and allows use of automatic aircraft guidance
systems. That is especially important for unmanned aerial
vehicles, where sensing systems (including vision sensor sys-
tems) are responsible for controlling flight and used to create
autonomous aerial machines. The sensors may be embedded
in the airframe, wing, or any other part of the aircraft.

As depicted in [1], one of the highlighted areas of interest in
“Project Forecast II” was the integration of small sensors sys-
tems into airframes. The fast development of UAVs, especially
micro air vehicles (MAVs), and the need to control their flight
parameters, has made the argument to look for smaller and
more novel substitutes of traditional large sensors such as pitot
tubes. Research in this area has focused on the development
of distributed sensor arrays to analyze the airflow over a flying
platform. The arrays were built using various types of minia-
ture transducers (pressure sensors, hot-film resistive sensors
or artificial hair sensors) integrated within UAV bodies [88].
The measured flow data was used to determine aerodynamic
parameters such as angle of attack, sideslip angle, flow sepa-
ration, stall, and airspeed.

Various sensing systems can combat wind gusts and violent
perturbation allowing a UAV to complete a mission [106].
Fig. 25 illustrates different sensing approaches to measure and
counteract the phenomena that affect the aircraft [105].

Hot-film Sensors: The hot-film flow anemometer is a sensor
that converts fluctuating airflow conditions into a measur-
able resistance. The temperature of the sensing resistor is
maintained above the airflow’s ambient temperature through
ohmic heating. As air passes over the sensor a tempera-
ture change is induced due to convective heat transfer. This

FIGURE 26. Sensors with signal conditioning circuit: a sensor unit (left); a
measurement system (right) [93].

changes the resistance of the sensing element and therefore
its ability to pass current. A conditioning circuit is then used
to convert the sensed current into a corresponding voltage.
There are two main types of hot-film anemometers that have
been reported in literature. These are based on constant cur-
rent or constant temperature. The drawback of these two
types of sensors includes their high sensitivity to ambient
conditions and susceptibility to electromagnetic interference.
Except for some limited flight applications, they had been
mainly used for laboratory measurements due to the need
for controlled environmental conditions [89]. In the early
’90s constant voltage anemometers were introduced which
were found to be immune to operational conditions, elec-
tromagnetic interference and had a higher signal to noise
ratio.

In reported investigations, commercially available sensors
[90], [91] and custom hot-film sensors were developed for
sensing airflow using CLSS concepts [89], [92], [93], [94],
[95]. Customized sensors were manufactured on flexible and
low thermal conductive substrates. These sensors were then
conformally integrated on to airframe surfaces. These more
advanced sensors were developed using thin-film deposition
methods which were applied to fabricate both the thermal
element and its terminals.

Hot-film sensors have been installed on surfaces of wings
of various aircraft including the F-15B flight test fixture [89],
[90], and different types of MAV’s [91], [92], [93], [94], [95].
Sample of hot-film sensing system is illustrated in Fig. 26.

Their performance was experimentally verified in wind
tunnel tests as well as in limited flight trials. To accurately
ascertain airflow conditions complex signal processing tech-
niques, including a back-propagation neural network [91],
[94] were used to extract aerodynamic and flight parameters
such as airspeed, angle of attack, angle of sideslip, stall detec-
tion, flutter, and catastrophic unsteady loads [89].

Pressure Sensors: Pressure sensors can also be integrated
within aircraft skins to monitor aerodynamic flight conditions.
Two types of pressure transducers have been explored for
CLSS applications within literature. The first is a capacitive
type of sensor [96], [97], [98], [99], [100], [101] built using
two sheet electrodes separated by a dielectric layer. This is
usually provided by an air gap that’s forms a parallel plate
capacitor. One of the sensor’s electrodes is formed on a mem-
brane which can be displaced with changes in pressure. As
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FIGURE 27. Prototype sensor array in PCB technology used in the
experiments (top); sections relaxed – ambient pressure (middle);
Deformed by pressure values P1 to P6 (bottom) as presented in [99].

the membrane changes its distance, the sensor changes its
capacitance [96]. The concept is illustrated in Fig. 27.

A signal conditioning circuit then converts these changes
into a corresponding voltage or current variation. The second
type of pressure transducer explored is made using micro-
electromechanical system (MEMS) technology [102], [103],
[104]. These devices use a diaphragm with a secured piezo-
resistor element connected to form part of a Wheatstone
bridge circuit. Changes in pressure deform the diaphragm
which changes the piezo-resistors resistance. This results in
an unbalancing of the bridge. The bridge output voltage can
then be used to calculate the applied pressure.

In reported experiments, an array of capacitive pressure
transducers had been integrated on the surface of a wing.
However, piezo-resistive sensors were embedded inside a
structure where small holes were drilled to sense the air
pressure. Capacitive sensors were tested in wind tunnels and
in-flight and have been installed on air foils (NACA 0012 [96];
NACA 0015 [99], [100]; NACA 2412 [101]) and various types
of UAVs. Some examples include new UAV designs [102] and
commercially available platforms such as the Bixler-2 [103]
and Skywalker X8 Flying Wing [104].

MEMS transducers typically have low accuracy and have
been operated in distributed sensor networks to significantly
reduce measurement error [98], [104]. Using pressure gra-
dients on an aircraft surface has allowed the determination
of air speed, angle of attack and sideslip angle [104]. More
complex signal processing methods such as machine learn-
ing algorithms based on artificial neural networks and linear
regressions were employed to process the sensor signals and
evaluate these flight parameters.

Biologically Inspired Sensors: High intensity turbulence
at low flight levels in the Atmospheric Boundary Layer
(ABL) has been shown to significantly affect flight stabil-
ity of small UAVs and MAVs [105]. These types of smaller
platforms require flight control systems which are equipped
with fast-response sensors to measure dynamically varying

FIGURE 28. Lift force flow sensor (left) schematic of the flat plate sensing
element (right) – presented in [105].

FIGURE 29. 3-D printed NACA2410 wing with a hair integrated sensors
(left); Enlarged picture of the removable skin section with hair sensors and
silver traces [106].

aerodynamic conditions. Recent investigations into biologi-
cally inspired sensors have shown promise as an alternative
for conventional transducers due to their high inertia response.

Biologically inspired sensors have been designed to imitate
the reaction of mechanoreceptors of insects (i.e., hairs) or
birds (i.e., feathers) when interacting with the airflow. A few
types of sensors have been proposed [105] and illustrated in
Fig. 28. These include MEMS transducers that operate on
changes in a device’s capacitance or resistance.

For example, the experimental performance of an artifi-
cial array of hair sensors (AHSs) partially embedded in a
NACA2410 air foil was described in [106] and illustrated in
Fig. 29. These sensing elements were built around a glass fiber
(8 μm diameter) partially covered by a radially grown carbon
nanotube (CNT) forest. The CNT was loosely located between
two surrounding electrodes creating a resistive element. On
interaction with the surrounding airflow, the deflected sensor
changed its contact resistance with the electrode. A feed-
forward neural network was used to process sensors signals
which were used to predict aerodynamic parameters such as
lift, moment coefficients, angle of attack, and freestream ve-
locity.

Structural Health Monitoring Using Radio Frequency and
Microwave Methods: RF and microwave non-destructive test-
ing techniques have also been considered as a potential
candidate for aerospace smart skin structural monitoring. The
principal operation for this group of sensors is based on de-
tecting and analyzing changes to the resonant response of one
or more electrically conducting elements which have been
integrated within an aircraft structure. The sensors are then
excited by an external electromagnetic source such as an an-
tenna. The sensing elements are designed in the way that their
resonant frequency is strongly dependent on the instantaneous
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FIGURE 30. Setup (left) and geometry (right) of complementary split-ring
resonator (CSRR) used for impact detection as presented in [118].

mechanical condition required to monitor a structure. Not
only can sensors be added to a structure, but large components
or the entire aircraft structure can be turned into a sensor
using the principals of self-resonant frequencies [32]. This
type of structural health monitoring (SHM) was proposed in
[117], [118], [119] to develop a wireless RF SHM method
(Illustrated in Fig. 30).

The UAV’s CFRP wings and rotor blades were considered
as dipole antennas. It was demonstrated that the resonant
response of these novel radiators, as well as their matching
conditions (return losses), can be used to detect and localize
wing or blade damage.

In [120], the strain analysis of an aluminum plate integrated
with a 1.5 GHz microstrip circular patch antenna was pre-
sented. A theoretically derived linear relationship between the
shift of an antenna’s resonant frequency and its applied strain
was confirmed experimentally and numerically using mechan-
ical and electromagnetic co-simulation (ANSYS). This work
followed by the investigation of this type of antenna on a
square CFRP panel. [121]. It was noted that the drawback of
this type of sensor was its directional properties which man-
ifested from its low sensitivity to strain caused by diagonal
bending in a composite panel. This problem was addressed
by changing the frequency to 3.5 GHz and the antenna to a
meandered circular microstrip patch. The new sensor had om-
nidirectional strain sensing ability and had three times higher
sensitivity while being five times smaller.

Another possible microwave SHM method was reported in
[122] where a frequency selective surface (FSS) was proposed
for wireless monitoring of strain and damage of glass-
reinforced epoxy composites structures. The multi-element
FSS was designed to operate at a frequency of 10 GHz and
was fabricated on a flexible polyimide printed circuit board
(PCB) membrane. This was then embedded into the host ma-
terial to enable sensing of the structure. A horn antenna was
used to measure the frequency response of the FSS, specifi-
cally its reflection coefficient. The damage to individual FSS
elements in this example caused local inhomogeneity in the
surface’s response. These changes were able to be detected
and help localize any areas which were damaged. Validation
of this sensor is shown in Fig. 31.

Other SHM method: There have also been other smart skin
structural monitoring techniques investigated. The strain and
damage monitoring of CFRP through DC resistance measured
by a multi-electrode test system was discussed in [123]. The

FIGURE 31. Experimental setup for structural damage localization test
(left); Test result of damage effect on FSS array (right) as presented in
[122].

FIGURE 32. The cPDMS strain sensors (left) ; sensor array setup on the
wing (right); [124].

test electrodes were fabricated on flexible PCB substrates and
integrated within carbon fiber composite panels. The system
exhibited high measurement accuracy when compared with
ultrasonic C-scanning methods.

The proposed method was able to detect, locate, and as-
sess damage severity effectively on both the surface and
through-thickness of CFRP panels. UAV wind deflection
and strain, monitored by an array of eight soft-strain in-
terdigital capacitive sensors, were described in [124]. The
sensors and their electrical wires were fabricated on a flex-
ible and stretchable polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrate
using conductive polydimethylsiloxane (cPDMS). The PDMS
substrate was then bonded onto a UAV wing using a silicone
adhesive. A static laboratory wing test was carried out and a
linear relationship between the sensors capacitance and wing
loading was reported. The sensor design and the layout of the
sensors is illustrated in Fig. 32.

D. THERMAL MANAGEMENT
Electronic systems and wiring harnesses integrated within an
aircraft body generate heat. Temperature control is critical
for many of these systems to operate flawlessly and safely.
Outlined in [1], thermal management figure shown here as
conformal load-bearing thermal management (CLTM)) will
also play a critical role in the design of aerospace smart skins.
Unfortunately, this area has not been explored as extensively
as other areas of CLSS. The primary reason for this is likely
due to the small body of research related to the integration
of active electronics embedded in structures. As a result, the
has not been an identified problem with heat management
nor has there been a need to examine different heat dissi-
pation methods. The most advanced research carried out on
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FIGURE 33. The thermal control with high thermal conductive fiber and
thermal link: (left) edge filling and (right) core filling as presented in [136].

heat management problems was related to designs of multi-
functional structures for space applications [134]. In contrast,
reported studies about corresponding constructions used in
aircraft and UAVs are few and far between.

Presented in [135] was a method of bonding an electronic
circuit board to an aluminum honeycomb space structure.
The multichip module (MCM) heat rejection and thermal
control efficiency were assessed for various cooling system
configurations. The most efficient setup consisted of a MCM
which incorporated an isotropic carbon-carbon thermal dou-
bler between the MCM and Honeycomb structure. The MCM
was secured to the honeycomb structure with high thermal
conductivity (Hi-K) composite face sheets filler. It was found
that the thermal doubler reduced the overall thermal gradient
between the MCM ceramic low temperature co-fired alumina
base and the temperature-controlled aluminum honeycomb
space structure. As mentioned, this configuration exhibited
the best performance and was capable of dissipating around
14W/cm2 of energy.

Another proposed solution to thermal management in space
structures was studied in [136]. The concept of thermal man-
agement is illustrated in Fig. 33. The onboard electronic PCBs
were embedded into the spacecraft panel and were in direct
contact with the spacecraft’s outer radiative skin through a
thin layer shielding case. The shielding case maintained struc-
tural stiffness and protected the electronics against radiation
while providing a reasonable heat transfer media. The cooling
mechanism was based on a thermal conduction at the inter-
face between the electronics and the radiative skin. Heat was
dissipated by radiation from the radiative skin and 3 degrees
kelvin space. Laboratory tests of the fabricated smart skin
with embedded electronics showed efficient performance of
the cooling system. The structure was also found to have a
few other benefits such as being 40% lighter and reducing
it utilized volume by 90% when compared to a traditional
configuration.

In [13] the authors reported a passive cooling system for
electronics embedded into a sandwich structure. This con-
sisted of a carbon/epoxy sheets which were separated with a
polyurethane foam core. This structure was investigated for
UAV applications. The proposed system included the use of
heat pipes and a thermal interface material (TIM) to distribute
heat. The heat pipe thermal management system was based
on the capillary action phenomenon. The TIM comprised of
a copper silicone elastomer composite. During the cooling
process, heat was rejected from electronics through the TIM.

The heat energy was then transferred into the UAV skin using
heat pipes where it was dissipated by convective cooling from
air passing over the outer skin.

An alternative method of thermal management of avionic
electronics systems was presented in [137]. The authors
presented a highly integrated design of an aircraft active
skin antenna which included an embedded microchannel
cooling system. The structure consisted of a 64 element mi-
crostrip patch phased array antenna that was integrated with
transceiver chips and feeding network. The structure was
fabricated into a multilayer Ferro A6-S low temperature co-
fired ceramic (LTCC) structure. A microchannel heat sink
was also fabricated into the LTCC process and integrated
into various substrate layers. Because of the low heat transfer
coefficient of LTCC, copper cylinders were used to improve
the efficiency of heat transfer between transmitter chips and
microchannel coolant. The geometry of the channels was opti-
mized to achieve uniform heat distribution across the heat sink
structure and to ensure efficient cooling all of the transceiver
elements.

V. KEY CHALLENGES AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
A. FUTURE DIRECTION OF CLSS AND KEY AREAS THAT
NEED EXPLORING
The CLSS concept provides an opportunity to combine
communication and navigation systems into one multiband
composite structure which is integrated seamlessly into the
external geometry of an aircraft or UAV. Integration of ra-
diating elements and electronics into the load bearing skin,
as well as achieving resistance to impact or damage is still
a challenge for CLSS. Integration of traditional ‘black box’
polymer or ceramic IC/MMIC packed devices also signif-
icantly limits the level of integration for CLSS. Based on
the review of the literature on CLSS, the future direction
is to further maximize the integration of RF elements and
electronics into aircraft skins to the level of complete assimi-
lation. Further exploration and development of new materials
which are lighter, stronger mechanically and at the same time
able to mechanically self-repair and correct their electrical
and electromagnetic responses is necessary to further this
area.

The key fields that need to be explored for further develop-
ment of CLSS are as follows:
� New materials which are lighter and stronger as load

bearing structures.
� Self-repairing composite structures capable of with-

standing high velocity impacts.
� Liquid low-resistance conductors that can be used in

self-repair and compensation of RF circuitry.
� Flexible electronic and RF systems including 3D printed

circuits and lumped elements.
� Manufacturing technologies and processes to

totally integrate micro-electronic components and
electromagnetic structures with load bearing skins and
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doing so without causing loss to the skin’s structural
properties.

� Further use of MEMS, IC, MMIC with CLSS.
� Find techniques to repair CLSS structures
� Understanding of how mechanical loads effect the relia-

bility of connectors (DC-RF) used to feed CLSS.

B. FUTURE MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES NEEDED FOR
ADVANCING CLSS
Future manufacturing techniques follow the current trends in
manufacturing at large. This includes steps to automate as-
sembly, prevent failures, optimize the manufacturing process,
and minimize costs. The following trends are mentioned:
� 3D printing is cost-effective, efficient, and scalable, and

which results in the use of fewer materials and the
creation of less waste compared to more traditional man-
ufacturing methods.

� Multi-material additive technology such as the nScript
or Flex-IC technology for use in the manufacture of
components and assemblies.

� Use of artificial intelligence (AI) as a generative design
tool for CLSS and to also identify/detect failure patterns
in CLSS aircraft components.

� Use of ‘digital twins’ to simulate new products and as-
sess how they might operate under certain real-world
conditions.

� Advanced automation accommodates more manufactur-
ing tasks. This is achieved through extended use of
robotic assembly.

C. STATES ON REFERENCES
One hundred and seventy-six research papers were reviewed
to evaluate the current state of CLSS technology. They refer
to a variety of interconnected fields such as: antenna and other
RF components, sensors and sensing platforms, electrical and
testing systems. Based on research to date, there are opportu-
nities to expand research into:
� Antenna and other RF components:

◦ Further research into multiband phased antenna as an
integral part of the skin with no loss of structural
properties.

◦ Further development of self-correcting and adjust-
ing antenna in response to surrounding elements like
stress, temperature etc.

◦ Development of flexible antenna structures based on
liquid conductors.

� Structural monitoring sensors and environmental change
sensors:
◦ Further design and development of MEMS tech-

nology directed towards structural monitoring and
self-repairing and environmental sensing.

◦ Achieving total integration of intelligent sensing sys-
tems with CLSS to the point where a sensing system
becomes a load bearing skin.

◦ Development of self-healing technology to reduce
structural damage of CLSS caused by the external
impacts.

� Electronic systems:
◦ Development of a sensing microsystems network in-

terconnected throughout the skin to protect CLSS
stability and allow total control of UAV behavior.

◦ Further development of flexible polymer-based sub-
strates and technology that allow insertion and con-
nection of semiconductor dies directly to those sub-
strates.

◦ Further research on conductive polymers with a view
to utilizing them in UAVs.

VI. CONCLUSION
This review has provided an overview of all the literature
that is related to the design and evaluation of different CLSS
concepts. Since the initial inception of CLSS was proposed
in the 1990’s, it has been shown that this field of research
has continued to expand over the past three decades. It has
also highlighted the raft of different applications and tech-
nologies explored for this application. However, it is also
clear that there is still a significant amount of investigation
that is required to see the wider adoption of this technology.
The large focus areas of antennas and sensors have provided
significant developments which can provide tangible SWaP
benefits. However, it is also clear that these fields are only
the tip of what CLSS can potentially achieve. For exam-
ple, the integration of complete systems within composite
structures is one area where there is a clear need for future
developments. There are several technologies which a are now
making this area more viable such as the introduction of multi-
material additive manufacturing technologies (such as the
nScrypt) and American Semiconductor’s Flex-IC packaging
technology.

The review of literature indicated that CLSS are, pre-
dominantly, separately built multilayer structures which are
embedded into parts of an aircraft skin or frame. The level of
integration between CLSS and surrounding support (skin or
frame) depends on the CLSS’s size and its structural com-
plexity. Persistent issues with bonding dissimilar materials
remain the biggest hurdle to the widespread adoption of cur-
rent CLSS. Future iterations of CLSS will need to overcome
this piece-wise integration and adopt a more holistic manufac-
turing approach.

A variety of CLSS examples discussed in this review
provided multiple technological solutions and at the same
time described the difficulties that may affect the perfor-
mance of their parent structure. One overarching conclusion
that has come out of this review is that future research
should be concentrated on the development of materials,
technologies and manufacturing processes that would al-
low CLSS, containing a variety of microwave and sens-
ing systems with purposefully dedicated electronics, to be
fully integrated with the surrounding skin of an aircraft
and governed by an embedded artificial intelligence system.
The resulting outcome would enable CLSS to become a
holistic system within the skin or frame of any aerospace
platform.
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